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EJump Rope Game - Participants must jump through the rope successively in an 

effort to make the rope count grow in number. The object of the activity is to learn 
communication, organization and team work. 

Questions for Reflection

1. At first, what made this activity difficult? 
Answer: It may have been difficult to understand how to make the count 
number grow.
Application: How well do you explain your goals & objectives to your team?

2. Who eventually emerged as the leader to explain how things worked?
Answer: It could have been anyone, but it had to be someone.
Application: As the leader of your organization, that has to be you.

3. How motivated were you to see the number continue to rise?
Answer: As a team you may have felt as though you could go all night.
Application: When the goal is clearly explained and progress is evident, people 
will continue to give above and beyond.

Sixes - Each class member receives a piece of paper. The group, as a whole shares 
1 pencil and one die for rolling. 

Round #1 - When someone rolls a “six” on the die, they begin writing the numbers 
1-100 in sequence on their paper until someone else rolls a “six”. When the next 
person rolls a “six” they pick up where the last person left off in their writing. 

Goal: To illustrate how quickly the team can achieve the end goal while working 
together. 

Round #2 - This round, each member of the group will play the game according to 
traditional “Sixes” rules. (Each member of the group is responsible for their sequence 
of numbers only.)

Goal: To illustrate the difficulty of accomplishing a goal when no one is working 
together and team members are only focused on their own achievement.
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